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	Whatever your skill level, this is a brilliant tour round the multi-faceted features of Element 3D, the Adobe After Effects plugin. Its hands-on approach means you'll soon be at home with creating awesome 3D graphics in record time.


	Overview

	
		Create enthralling and polished 3D graphics using Element 3D
	
		Explore the overall workflow in Element 3D, including transforming objects, applying materials, and lighting scenes
	
		Fully illustrated and written in a conversational manner



	In Detail


	Element 3D is a plugin for Adobe After Effects, used to create basic, yet stunning 3D visual effects. Some may find 3D to be tricky and downright complex. Element 3D allows actual 3D models to be created from scratch or exported to Adobe After Effects, and rendered and composited at a high level of quality and impressive speed.


	This practical guide will lift the veil of mystery around 3D animation. It will teach you everything from modeling, preparing, and exporting from various 3D programs to match-motion, texturing, and complex animations using Element 3D.


	This book is a comprehensive guide to using Element 3D and is appropriate for users of all levels. It will walk you through the basics of modeling objects for Element 3D. Then, you'll learn how to texture, light, and animate as well as optimize your scenes for quick render times.


	You will discover some of the limits of Element 3D, and learn how to break through those barriers to create virtually any 3D scene imaginable. You will also learn how to take advantage of other 3D programs such as Maya and Blender to create content and create stunning abstract scenes in relatively no time, and how to composite 3D animation into motion-tracked live action scenes.


	By the time you complete this book, you will have all the information you need to effectively create professional 3D graphics using Element 3D.
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Network WarriorO'Reilly, 2011

	The examples used in this book are taken from my own experiences, as well as from
	the experiences of those with or for whom I have had the pleasure of working. Of course,
	for obvious legal and honorable reasons, the exact details and any information that
	might reveal the identities of the other parties involved have been changed.
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Linear Systems Control: Deterministic and Stochastic MethodsSpringer, 2008
Control engineering is a multidisciplinary subject which is critical to the operation of modern technology and which is nearly invisible in daily life. From atomic force microscopes, through PC disk drives and drive-by-wire engine controls to Boeing 747’s and to space shuttles, multivariable controls underlie many of a the devices which are...
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VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED: Are Childhood Immunizations As Safe As Claimed? (The Underground Knowledge Series)Sterling, 2020

	An unbiased, neutral, fact-based investigation that simply allows the science to do the talking on childhood vaccinations. Written by father and son investigative journalism/research team Lance & James Morcan, with a foreword by medical laboratory scientist Elísabet Norris, VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED is possibly the most...
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Five Modes of Scepticism: Sextus Empiricus and the Agrippan Modes (Oxford Philosophical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2019

	Five Modes of Scepticism examines the argument forms that lie at the heart of Pyrrhonian scepticism as expressed in the writings of Sextus Empiricus. These are the Agrippan modes of disagreement, hypothesis, infinite regression, reciprocity and relativity; modes which are supposed to bring about that quintessentially sceptical...
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Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2007

	Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology, Second Edition builds on the informative foundation laid by its predecessor. This fully revised and expanded second edition boasts more than 200 new references that document efficacy studies and adverse effects and four new chapters devoted to dietary products. Practitioners and...
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Esri ArcGIS Desktop Associate Certification Study GuideESRI Press, 2018

	The Esri ArcGIS Desktop Certification Study Guide for 10.5 is tailored to meet the preparation needs of candidates taking the ArcGIS Desktop Associate exam. For each exam objective, the study guide includes the following components: Prepareâ€•topics in the ArcGIS documentation candidates need to know for the exam;...
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